The Platform That
Creates a Culture
Everyone Loves
motivationWorks drives deeper employee engagement, fulﬁllment, and
performance in a way no other software solution can.
Built for motivation

motivationWorks was built from the ground
up by the same motivational scientists behind
many of the best-selling management books
that are probably on your bookshelf.

Integrating years of research

motivationWorks integrates decades of
behavioral research, empowering you to
measure what matters and take the right
actions to bring about real change.

Bringing together organizations

motivationWorks involves your whole company
in the process: Every manager and employee
gets a customized report with the precise
insights they need to thrive.

motivationWorks was created by the founders of Self-Determination Theory — the
leading behavioral model in the world for understanding motivation, engagement,
and well-being. Now the power, insight, and support of this model are available to
everyone through our solution.

Let’s talk about how we put this proven science to work in your
organization to build the culture that you and your employees deserve.
Expert measurement of the employee experiences
that drive engagement
Measuring things is easy; measuring the right things is hard. We
precisely measure the key experiences that drive higher engagement
and enable employees to thrive.

Dashboards and analysis tools that empower,
not overwhelm
We give you a clear picture of the employee experience across your
organization and quickly identify the main cultural drivers of the
business outcomes you care about.

Insights and action plans for every manager
We provide each and every manager with a report tailored
to their needs, along with practical recommendations proven to
make them and their teams more successful.

Meaningful support for every employee

We give each employee a conﬁdential report based on their
personal experiences and provide support where they need
it most. Each person receives insight into how they can personally
thrive and help build an amazing culture.

Training and consultative support from the world’s
leading experts on motivation and engagement
As a motivationWorks customer, you’ll have access to this expertise
through a full suite of on-site and remote training programs, as well
as direct support from the experts who have trained and consulted
for leading companies around the world.

motivationWorks: a scalable suite of software tools, training, and support that
empowers everyone in your organization to thrive.

Learn more at www.motivationWorks.com.

